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EXPANSIONS FROM FRAME COEFFICIENTS WITH
ERASURES
LJILJANA ARAMBASˇIC´ AND DAMIR BAKIC´∗
Abstract. We propose a new approach to the problem of recovering
signal from frame coefficients with erasures. Such problems arise natu-
rally from applications where some of the coefficients could be corrupted
or erased during the data transmission. Provided that the erasure set
satisfies the minimal redundancy condition, we construct a suitable syn-
thesizing dual frame which enables us to perfectly reconstruct the orig-
inal signal without recovering the lost coefficients. Such dual frames
which compensate for erasures are described from various viewpoints.
In the second part of the paper frames robust with respect to finitely
many erasures are investigated. We characterize all full spark frames for
finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. In particular, we show that each full
spark frames is generated by a matrix whose all square submatrices are
nonsingular. In addition, we provide a method for constructing totally
positive matrices. Finally, we give a method, applicable to a large class
of frames, for transforming general frames into Parseval ones.
1. Introduction
Frames are often used in process of encoding and decoding signals. It
is the redundancy property of frames that makes them robust to erasure
corrupted data. A number of articles have been written on methods for
reconstruction from frame coefficients with erasures and related problems.
Recall that a sequence (xn)
∞
n=1 in a Hilbert space H is a frame for H if
there exist positive constants A and B, that are called frame bounds, such
that
(1) A‖x‖2 ≤
∞∑
n=1
|〈x, xn〉|2 ≤ B‖x‖2, ∀x ∈ H.
If A = B we say that frame is tight and, in particular, if A = B = 1 so that
(2)
∞∑
n=1
|〈x, xn〉|2 = ‖x‖2, ∀x ∈ H,
we say that (xn)
∞
n=1 is a Parseval frame.
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If only the second inequality in (1) is satisfied, (xn)
∞
n=1 is said to be a
Bessel sequence.
For each Bessel sequence (xn)
∞
n=1 in H one defines the analysis operator
U : H → ℓ2 by Ux = (〈x, xn〉)n, x ∈ H. It is evident that U is bounded.
Its adjoint operator U∗, which is called the synthesis operator, is given
by U∗((cn)n) =
∑∞
n=1 cnxn, (cn)n ∈ ℓ2. Moreover, if (xn)∞n=1 is a frame,
the analysis operator U is also bounded from below, the synthesis opera-
tor U∗ is a surjection and the product U∗U (sometimes called the frame
operator) is an invertible operator on H. It turns out that the sequence
(yn = (U
∗U)−1xn)
∞
n=1 is also a frame for H that is called the canonical dual
frame and satisfies the reconstruction formula
(3) x =
∞∑
n=1
〈x, xn〉yn, ∀x ∈ H.
In general, the canonical dual is not the only frame for H which provides
us with the reconstruction in terms of the frame coefficients 〈x, xn〉. Any
frame (vn)
∞
n=1 for H that satisfies
(4) x =
∞∑
n=1
〈x, xn〉vn, ∀x ∈ H
is called a dual frame for (xn)
∞
n=1.
In the present paper we work with infinite frames for infinite-dimensional
separable Hilbert spaces and our frames will be denoted as (xn)n, (yn)n,
etc. Accordingly, by writing
∑∞
n=1 cnxn,
∑∞
n=1 cnyn, . . . with (cn)n ∈ ℓ2, we
will indicate that the corresponding summations consist of infinitely many
terms. However, all the results that follow (including the proofs) are valid
for finite frames in finite-dimensional spaces. We shall explicitly indicate
whenever a specific result concerns finite frames only and such frames will
be typically denoted as (xn)
M
n=1, (yn)
M
n=1, . . . with M ∈ N.
Frames that are not bases are overcomplete (i.e., there exist their proper
subsets which are complete) and they posses infinitely many dual frames.
The excess of a frame is defined as the greatest integer k such that k elements
can be deleted from the frame and still leave a complete set, or +∞ if there
is no upper bound to the number of elements that can be removed. A frame
is called m-robust, m ∈ N, if it is a frame whenever any m of its elements
are removed. In particular, we say that a frame is of uniform excess m if it
is a basis whenever any m of its elements are removed. Frames of uniform
excess for finite-dimensional spaces are called full spark frames.
Frames were first introduced by Duffin and Schaeffer in [12]. The read-
ers are referred to some standard references, e.g. [9, 11, 16, 20] for more
information about frame theory and their applications. In particular, basic
results on excesses of frames can be found in [3, 4, 5, 19].
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In applications, we first compute the frame coefficients 〈x, xn〉 of a signal
x (analyzing or encoding x) and then apply (3) or (4) to reconstruct (synthe-
sizing or decoding) x using a suitable dual frame. During the processing the
frame coefficients or data transmission some of the coefficients could get lost.
Thus, a natural question arise: how to reconstruct the original signal in a
best possible way with erasure-corrupted frame coefficients? Recently many
researchers have been working on different approaches to this and related
problems. In particular, we refer the readers to [6, 7, 8, 15, 17, 18, 21, 22]
and references therein.
It turns out that the perfect reconstruction is possible as long as erased
coefficients are indexed by a set that satisfies the minimal redundancy condi-
tion ([21]; see Definition 2.1 below). Most approaches assume a pre-specified
dual frame and hence aim to recover the missing coefficients using the non-
erased ones. Alternatively, one may try to find an alternate dual frame,
depending on the set of erased coefficients, in order to compensate for er-
rors.
Here we use this second approach. Assuming that the set of indices E
for which the coefficients 〈x, xn〉, n ∈ E, are erased is finite and satisfies
the minimal redundancy condition, we show that there exists a frame (vn)n
dual to (xn)n such that
(5) vn = 0, ∀n ∈ E.
Obviously, such an ”Ec-supported” frame (vn)n (with E
c denoting the com-
plement of E in the index set), enables the perfect reconstruction using (4)
without knowing or recovering the lost coefficients 〈x, xn〉, n ∈ E. Such dual
frames are the central object of our study in the present article.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove in a constructive
way, for each finite set E satisfying the minimal redundancy condition, the
existence of a dual frame with property (5). The construction is enabled by
a parametrization of dual frames by oblique projections to the range of the
analysis operator that is obtained in [3]. For the construction details we refer
to the second and the third proof of Theorem 2.3. Moreover, Theorem 2.6
provides a concrete procedure for computing the elements of such a dual
frame in terms of the canonical dual. It turns out that the computation
boils down to solving certain system of linear equations.
In Section 3 we obtain in Theorem 3.2 another description of the dual
frame constructed in the preceding section. Then we introduce in Theo-
rem 3.4 a finite iterative algorithm for computing the elements of the con-
structed dual frame. Finally, in our Theorem 3.5 we improve a result from
[21] which provides us with an alternative technique for obtaining our dual.
Section 4 is devoted to results concerning frames robust to erasures. In
particular, we present a simple procedure for deriving a 1-robust Parseval
frame starting from an arbitrary Parseval frame. The second part of Section
4 is devoted to finite frames for finite dimensional spaces. In Theorem 4.9
we characterize all full spark frames. It turns out that each full spark frame
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is generated by a matrix whose all square submatrices are nonsingular. This
opens up a question of finding methods for construction of such matrices.
We provide in Theorem 4.11 a method for construction of infinite totally
positive matrices (a subclass that consists of matrices with all minors strictly
positive). Finally, we discuss a method for obtaining a full spark Parseval
frame from a general full spark frame. In Theorem 4.16 we present a finite
iterative algorithm which gives us, for a positive invertible operator on a
finite dimensional space, an invertible (not necessarily positive) operator R
such that RFR∗ = I. This gives us a method (see Corollary 4.17) which
can be applied to a large class of frames for obtaining a Parseval frame from
a general one.
At the end of this introductory section we establish the rest of our nota-
tion. The linear span of a set X will be denoted by spanX, and its closure
by spanX. The set of all bounded operators on a Hilbert space H is denoted
B(H) (or B(H,K) if two different spaces are involved). For x, y ∈ H we de-
note by θx,y a rank one operator on H defined by θx,y(v) = 〈v, y〉x, v ∈ H.
The null-space and range of a bounded operator T will be denoted by N(T )
and R(T ), respectively. ByX
.
+ Y we will denote a direct sum of (sub)spaces
X and Y . The space of all m×n matrices will be denoted byMmn; if m = n
then we write Mn. Finally, we denote by (en)n the canonical basis in ℓ
2.
2. Dual frames compensating for erasures
We begin with the definition of the minimal redundancy condition as
formulated in [21].
Definition 2.1. Let (xn)n be a frame for a Hilbert space H. We say that a
finite set of indices E satisfies the minimal redundancy condition for (xn)n
if span {xn : n ∈ Ec} = H.
Remark 2.2. If a finite set E satisfies the minimal redundancy condition
for a frame (xn)n for H it is a non-trivial fact, though relatively easy to
prove, that the reduced sequence (xn)n∈Ec is again a frame for H. In fact,
if H is finite-dimensional, there is nothing to prove since in this situation
frames are just spanning sets. We refer the reader to [21] for a proof in the
infinite-dimensional case.
We also note: if E satisfies the minimal redundancy condition for a frame
(xn)n with the analysis operator U , then E has the same property for all
frames of the form (Txn)n where T ∈ B(H) is a surjection. In particular,
this applies to the canonical dual (yn)n, yn = (U
∗U)−1xn, n ∈ N, and to the
associated Parseval frame ((U∗U)−
1
2xn)n.
Theorem 2.3. Let (xn)n be a frame for a Hilbert space H. Suppose that a
finite set of indices E satisfies the minimal redundancy condition for (xn)n.
Then there exists a frame (vn)n for H dual to (xn)n such that vn = 0 for all
n ∈ E.
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Proof. By Remark 2.2, (xn)n∈Ec is a frame for H. Consider an arbitrary
dual frame of (xn)n∈Ec , conveniently denoted by (vn)n∈Ec , and put vn = 0
for n ∈ E. Then (vn)n is a frame for H with the desired property. 
As noted in the introduction, a dual frame (vn)n with the property from
the preceding theorem enables us to reconstruct perfectly a signal x ∈ H
even when the coefficients 〈x, xn〉, n ∈ E, are lost. This is simply be-
cause the lost coefficients are irrelevant in the reconstruction formula x =∑∞
n=1〈x, xn〉vn since vn = 0 for n ∈ E. However, the above proof is not
satisfactory from the application point of view. What we really need is a
constructive proof. To provide such a proof we first need a lemma.
Lemma 2.4. Let (xn)n be a frame for a Hilbert space H with the analysis
operator U . Then a finite set of indices E satisfies the minimal redundancy
condition for (xn)n if and only if R(U) ∩ span {en : n ∈ E} = {0}.
Proof. Each element in R(U)∩ span {en : n ∈ E} is of the form s = (〈x, xn〉)n
with x ∈ H such that 〈x, xn〉 = 0 for all n /∈ E. Since U is an injection,
s 6= 0 if and only if the corresponding x ∈ H has the property x 6= 0
and x ⊥ xn for all n /∈ E. Clearly, this last condition is equivalent to
x ⊥ span {xn : n /∈ E}. 
The second proof of Theorem 2.3. Denote by U the analysis operator of (xn)n.
Recall from Corollary 2.4 in [3] that all dual frames of (xn)n are parameter-
ized by bounded oblique projections to R(U) or, equivalently, by closed
direct complements of R(U) in ℓ2. More precisely, a frame (vn)n with
the analysis operator V is dual to (xn)n if and only if V
∗ is of the form
V ∗ = (U∗U)−1U∗F where F ∈ B(ℓ2) is the oblique projection to R(U)
parallel to some closed subspace Y of ℓ2 such that ℓ2 = R(U)
.
+ Y . In
particular, the canonical dual frame (yn)n corresponds to the orthogonal
projection F = U(U∗U)−1U∗ to R(U).
Hence, to obtain a dual frame (vn)n with the required property vn = 0
for n ∈ E, we only need to find a closed direct complement Y of R(U) in ℓ2
such that en ∈ Y for all n ∈ E. Then we will have
Fen = 0, ∀n ∈ E
and, consequently,
vn = V
∗en = (U
∗U)−1U∗Fen = 0, ∀n ∈ E.
Since E satisfies the minimal redundancy condition for (xn)n, Lemma 2.4
tells us that R(U) ∩ span {en : n ∈ E} = {0}. Denote by Z the orthogonal
complement of R(U)
.
+ span {en : n ∈ E}. (Indeed, this is a closed subspace,
being a sum of two closed subspaces, one of which is finite-dimensional.) In
other words, let
(6) ℓ2 =
(
R(U)
.
+ span {en : n ∈ E}
)
⊕ Z.
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This may be rewritten in the form
(7) ℓ2 = R(U)
.
+ (span {en : n ∈ E} ⊕ Z) .
Put
(8) Y = span {en : n ∈ E} ⊕ Z.
Clearly, Y is a closed direct complement of R(U) in ℓ2 with the desired
property. 
Although the above proof provides more insight into the construction of
a dual frame (vn)n with the desired property, we still need more concrete
realization for practical purposes. Hence we provide
The third proof of Theorem 2.3. Let us keep the notations from the preced-
ing proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that E = {1, 2, . . . , k}. Recall
that the synthesis operator of our desired dual (vn)n is V
∗ = (U∗U)−1U∗F ,
so vn’s are given by
(9) vn = (U
∗U)−1U∗Fen, ∀n ∈ N.
We want to express (vn)n in terms of the canonical dual frame (yn)n. Recall
that
(10) yn = (U
∗U)−1U∗en, ∀n ∈ N.
Let pn ∈ R(U) and an ∈ R(U)⊥ be such that
(11) en = pn + an, ∀n ∈ N.
Since an ∈ R(U)⊥ = N(U∗), we can rewrite (10) in the form
(12) yn = (U
∗U)−1U∗pn, ∀n ∈ N.
Recall now that U(U∗U)−1U∗ is the orthogonal projection onto R(U). Hence,
by applying U to (12) we get
(13) Uyn = pn, ∀n ∈ N.
On the other hand, using (7), we can find rn ∈ R(U), bn ∈ span {e1, e2, . . . , ek}
and cn ∈ Z such that
(14) en = rn + bn + cn, ∀n ∈ N.
Since F is the oblique projection to R(U) along span {e1, e2, . . . , ek}⊕Z, we
have
(15) Fen = rn, ∀n ∈ N.
Observe that
(16) bn = en, rn = 0, cn = 0, ∀n = 1, 2, . . . , k.
Since each bn belongs to span {e1, e2, . . . , ek}, there exist coefficients αni such
that
(17) bn =
k∑
i=1
αniei, ∀n ∈ N.
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Note that (16) implies
(18) αni = δni, ∀n, i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
We now have for all n ∈ N
en
(14)
= rn + bn + cn
(17)
= rn +
k∑
i=1
αniei + cn
(11)
= rn +
k∑
i=1
αni(pi + ai) + cn
=
(
rn +
k∑
i=1
αnipi
)
+
(
k∑
i=1
αniai + cn
)
.
Observe that
(
rn +
∑k
i=1 αnipi
)
∈ R(U), while
(∑k
i=1 αniai + cn
)
∈ R(U)⊥.
Thus, comparing this last equality with (11) we obtain
(19) rn = pn −
k∑
i=1
αnipi, an =
k∑
i=1
αniai + cn, ∀n ∈ N.
Finally, we conclude that for all n ∈ N
vn
(9)
= (U∗U)−1U∗Fen
(15)
= (U∗U)−1U∗rn
(19)
= (U∗U)−1U∗
(
pn −
k∑
i=1
αnipi
)
(12)
= yn −
k∑
i=1
αniyi.(20)
Note that (20) and (18) show that v1 = v2 = . . . = vk = 0, as required. 
The preceding proof describes our desired dual frame (vn)n in terms of
the canonical dual (yn)n. Obviously, to obtain vn’s one has to compute all
the coefficients αni, i = 1, 2, . . . , k, n ≥ k + 1.
To do that, let us first note the following useful consequence of the pre-
ceding computation. We claim that
(21) 〈vn, xi〉 = −αni, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , k, ∀n ≥ k + 1.
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Indeed, for i = 1, 2, . . . , k and n ≥ k + 1 we have
〈vn, xi〉 = 〈vn, U∗ei〉
(9)
= 〈U(U∗U)−1U∗Fen, ei〉
= 〈Fen, ei〉
(15)
= 〈rn, ei〉
(14)
= 〈en − bn − cn, ei〉 (since i < n and cn ⊥ ei)
= −〈bn, ei〉
(17)
= −αni.
For each n ≥ k + 1 we can rewrite (21), using (20), as〈
yn −
k∑
j=1
αnjyj, xi
〉
= −αni, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , k
or, equivalently,
k∑
j=1
〈yj, xi〉αnj − αni = 〈yn, xi〉, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
The above equalities can be regarded as a system of k equations in unknowns
αn1, αn2, . . . , αnk that can be written in the matrix form as
(22)



〈y1, x1〉 〈y2, x1〉 . . . 〈yk, x1〉
〈y1, x2〉 〈y2, x2〉 . . . 〈yk, x2〉
...
...
...
〈y1, xk〉 〈y2, xk〉 . . . 〈yk, xk〉

− I




αn1
αn2
...
αnk

 =


〈yn, x1〉
〈yn, x2〉
...
〈yn, xk〉

 ,
where I denotes the unit k × k matrix. Note that the matrix of the above
system is independent of n.
The following lemma should be compared to Lemma 2.4. It gives us
another condition equivalent to the minimal redundancy property.
Lemma 2.5. Let (xn)n be a frame for a Hilbert space H with the canonical
dual (yn)n. Then a finite set of indices E = {n1, n2, . . . , nk}, k ∈ N, satisfies
the minimal redundancy condition for (xn)n if and only if

〈yn1 , xn1〉 〈yn2 , xn1〉 . . . 〈ynk , xn1〉
〈yn1 , xn2〉 〈yn2 , xn2〉 . . . 〈ynk , xn2〉
...
...
...
〈yn1 , xnk〉 〈yn2 , xnk〉 . . . 〈ynk , xnk〉

− I
is an invertible matrix.
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that E = {1, 2, . . . , k}.
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Let us first prove the lemma under additional hypothesis that (xn)n is
a Parseval frame. Note that then (xn)n coincides with its canonical dual,
i.e. yn = xn for all n ∈ N. Denote HE = span {x1, x2, . . . , xk}. Then (xn)kn=1
is, as a spanning set, a frame for HE; let UE ∈ B(HE,Ck) be its analysis
operator.
By definition, E does not satisfy the minimal redundancy condition for
(xn)n if and only if there exists h ∈ H, h 6= 0, such that h ⊥ xn for all
n ≥ k + 1. By the Parseval property of (xn)n this is equivalent with the
existence of h 6= 0 such that h = ∑kn=1〈h, xn〉xn, i.e. h ∈ HE \ {0} such
that h = U∗EUEh. This means that 1 belongs to the spectrum of U
∗
EUE or,
equivalently, that 1 belongs to the spectrum of UEU
∗
E . So, E does not satisfy
the minimal redundancy condition for (xn)n if and only if UEU
∗
E − I is a
non-invertible operator. Since the matrix of UEU
∗
E−I in the canonical basis
of Ck is precisely

〈x1, x1〉 〈x2, x1〉 . . . 〈xk, x1〉
〈x1, x2〉 〈x2, x2〉 . . . 〈xk, x2〉
...
...
...
〈x1, xk〉 〈x2, xk〉 . . . 〈xk, xk〉

− I,
the statement is proved in the Parseval case.
We now prove the general case. Denote the analysis operator of (xn)n by
U . Recall that yn = (U
∗U)−1xn, n ∈ N. We shall also need the associated
Parseval frame (pn)n, where pn = (U
∗U)−
1
2xn for all n ∈ N. Observe that,
since (U∗U)−
1
2 is an invertible operator, the set E satisfies the minimal
redundancy condition for (xn)n if and only if it satisfies the same condition
for (pn)n. Since (pn)n is a Parseval frame, by the first part of the proof E
satisfies the minimal redundancy condition for (pn)n if and only if

〈p1, p1〉 〈p2, p1〉 . . . 〈pk, p1〉
〈p1, p2〉 〈p2, p2〉 . . . 〈pk, p2〉
...
...
...
〈p1, pk〉 〈p2, pk〉 . . . 〈pk, pk〉

− I
is an invertible matrix. To conclude the proof one only needs to observe
that
〈pi, pj〉 = 〈(U∗U)−
1
2xi, (U
∗U)−
1
2xj〉 = 〈(U∗U)−1xi, xj〉 = 〈yi, xj〉
for all i and j. 
Let us now turn back to the system (22). By the preceding lemma the
matrix of the system is invertible; hence, the system has a unique solution
(αn1, αn2, . . . , αnk) for each n ≥ k + 1. Thus, we have finally obtained a
concrete description of our desired frame (vn)n.
Theorem 2.6. Let (xn)n be a frame for a Hilbert space H with the canonical
dual (yn)n. Suppose that a finite set of indices E = {n1, n2, . . . , nk}, k ∈ N,
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satisfies the minimal redundancy condition for (xn)n. For each n ∈ Ec let
(αn1, αn2, . . . , αnk) be a (unique) solution of the system
(23)



〈yn1 , xn1〉 〈yn2 , xn1〉 . . . 〈ynk , xn1〉
〈yn1 , xn2〉 〈yn2 , xn2〉 . . . 〈ynk , xn2〉
...
...
...
〈yn1 , xnk〉 〈yn2 , xnk〉 . . . 〈ynk , xnk〉

− I




αn1
αn2
...
αnk

 =


〈yn, xn1〉
〈yn, xn2〉
...
〈yn, xnk〉

 .
Put
(24)
vn1 = vn2 = . . . = vnk = 0, vn = yn −
k∑
i=1
αniyni , n 6= n1, n2, . . . , nk.
Then (vn)n is a frame for H dual to (xn)n.
Remark 2.7. (a) Clearly, if (xn)n is a Parseval frame, our constructed dual
frame (vn)n is expressed in terms of the original frame members xn’s.
(b) Note that the matrix of the system (23) is independent not only of n,
but also of all x ∈ H. Thus, the inverse matrix can be computed in advance,
without knowing for which x the coefficients 〈x, xn1〉, 〈x, xn2〉, . . . , 〈x, xnk〉
will be lost.
(c) The existence of frames dual to (xn)n with the property as in Theo-
rem 2.3 is also proved in [21] (Theorem 5.2) and [17] (Theorem 2.5). How-
ever, in both of these papers such dual frames are discussed only for finite
frames in finite-dimensional spaces. Besides, both papers focus on recover-
ing the lost coefficients, rather than alternating a dual frame. We also note
that the special case of our Lemma 2.5 (namely, the same statement for
finite frames) is proved in Lemma 2.3 from [17] using a different technique.
Let us now turn to the examples.
Example 2.8. Let (ǫn)n be an orthonormal basis for a Hilbert space H. Let
x1 =
1
3
ǫ1, x2 =
2
3
ǫ1 − 1√
2
ǫ2, x3 =
2
3
ǫ1 +
1√
2
ǫ2, xn = ǫn−1, ∀n ≥ 4.
One easily checks that (xn)n is a Parseval frame for H; thus, here we have
yn = xn for all n ∈ N. It is obvious that the set E = {1} has the minimal
redundancy property for (xn)n. We shall use Theorem 2.6 to construct a
dual frame (vn)n for (xn)n such that v1 = 0.
In this situation the system (23) from Theorem 2.6 reduces to a single
equation
−8
9
αn1 = 〈xn, x1〉, ∀n ≥ 2.
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Since 〈x2, x1〉 = 29 , 〈x3, x1〉 = 29 , and 〈xn, x1〉 = 0 for n ≥ 4, we find
α21 = α31 = −14 and αn1 = 0 for n ≥ 4. Using (20) we finally get
v1 = 0, v2 = x2 +
1
4
x1, v3 = x3 +
1
4
x1, vn = xn, ∀n ≥ 4,
that is,
v1 = 0, v2 =
3
4
ǫ1 − 1√
2
ǫ2, v3 =
3
4
ǫ1 +
1√
2
ǫ2, vn = ǫn−1, ∀n ≥ 4,
Example 2.9. Let (ǫ1, ǫ2) be an orthonormal basis of a 2-dimensional Hilbert
space H. Consider a frame (xn)
4
n=1 where
x1 =
1
2
ǫ1, x2 =
1
2
ǫ2, x3 =
1
2
ǫ1 − 1
2
ǫ2, x4 =
1
2
ǫ1 +
1
2
ǫ2.
One easily verifies that (xn) is a tight frame with U
∗U = 34I, so the members
of the canonical dual (yn)
4
n=1 are given by
y1 =
2
3
ǫ1, y2 =
2
3
ǫ2, y3 =
2
3
ǫ1 − 2
3
ǫ2, y4 =
2
3
ǫ1 +
2
3
ǫ2.
Obviously, the set E = {1, 2} satisfies the minimal redundancy condition
for (xn)
4
n=1. To obtain the dual frame (vn)
4
n=1 from Theorem 2.6 we have
to solve the system([ 〈y1, x1〉 〈y2, x1〉
〈y1, x2〉 〈y2, x2〉
]
− I
)[
αn1
αn2
]
=
[ 〈yn, x1〉
〈yn, x2〉
]
, n = 3, 4.
Since [ 〈y1, x1〉 〈y2, x1〉
〈y1, x2〉 〈y2, x2〉
]
− I =
[ −23 0
0 −23
]
,
we have [
αn1
αn2
]
=
[ −32 0
0 −32
] [ 〈yn, x1〉
〈yn, x2〉
]
, n = 3, 4.
From this one easily finds
α31 = −1
2
, α32 =
1
2
, α41 = −1
2
, α42 = −1
2
.
Theorem 2.6 gives us now
v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = y3 +
1
2
y1 − 1
2
y2, v4 = y4 +
1
2
y1 +
1
2
y2,
that is,
v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = ǫ1 − ǫ2, v4 = ǫ1 + ǫ2.
We end this section with the proposition that provides another charac-
terization for the minimal redundancy property of a finite set of indices.
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Proposition 2.10. Let (xn)n be a frame for a Hilbert space H, let E =
{n1, n2, . . . , nk}, k ∈ N be a finite set of indices. Then E satisfies the
minimal redundancy condition for (xn)n if and only if there exists a frame
(zn)n for H dual to (xn)n such that
(25)


〈zn1 , xn1〉 〈zn2 , xn1〉 . . . 〈znk , xn1〉
〈zn1 , xn2〉 〈zn2 , xn2〉 . . . 〈znk , xn2〉
...
...
...
〈zn1 , xnk〉 〈zn2 , xnk〉 . . . 〈znk , xnk〉

− I
is an invertible matrix.
Proof. If E satisfies the minimal redundancy condition for (xn)n than, by
Lemma 2.5, the canonical dual frame of (xn) can be taken for (zn).
Let us prove the converse. We again assume that E = {1, 2, . . . , k}. De-
note by W the analysis operator of (zn)n. Recall that W
∗ = (U∗U)−1U∗Q
where Q ∈ B(ℓ2) is some oblique projection onto R(U). Observe that
UW ∗ = U(U∗U)−1U∗Q = Q, since U(U∗U)−1U∗ is the orthogonal pro-
jection to R(U). Notice also that UW ∗ej = (〈zj , xn〉)n for each j ∈ N.
Let Pk ∈ B(ℓ2) denote the orthogonal projection to span {e1, e2, . . . , ek}.
Then 〈PkUW ∗Pkej , en〉 = 〈W ∗ej , U∗en〉 = 〈zj , xn〉 for all i, n = 1, . . . , k,
so the matrix of the compression PkUW
∗Pk of UW
∗ to span {e1, e2, . . . , ek}
with respect to the basis (en)
k
n=1 has the form
[PkUW
∗Pk](en)kn=1
=


〈z1, x1〉 〈z2, x1〉 . . . 〈zk, x1〉
〈z1, x2〉 〈z2, x2〉 . . . 〈zk, x2〉
...
...
...
〈z1, xk〉 〈z2, xk〉 . . . 〈zk, xk〉

 .
Suppose that E does not satisfy the minimal redundancy condition. By
Lemma 2.4 there is h ∈ H such that Uh = (〈h, x1〉, . . . , 〈h, xk〉, 0, 0, . . .) 6= 0.
Since Q is a projection on R(U) and Uh ∈ R(U), we have
UW ∗Uh = QUh = Uh.
Since Uh ∈ span {e1, e2, . . . , ek}, the last equality can be written as
PkUW
∗PkUh = Uh.
Thus, 1 is in the spectrum of PkUW
∗Pk which means that [PkUW
∗Pk](en)kn=1
−
I is a non-invertible matrix - a contradiction. 
Remark 2.11. In the light of the preceding proposition and Lemma 2.5 one
may ask: if the set E = {n1, n2, . . . , nk} satisfies the minimal redundancy
condition for a frame (xn)n can we conclude that the matrix from (25) is
invertible for each dual frame (zn)n?
The answer is negative which is demonstrated by the following simple
example. Take an orthonormal basis {ǫ1, ǫ2} of a two-dimensional space H
and consider a frame (xn)
3
n=1 = (ǫ1, ǫ1+ ǫ2, ǫ2) and its dual (ǫ1, 0, ǫ2). Then
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the set E = {1} satisfies the minimal redundancy condition for (xn)3n=1 but
the corresponding matrix from the preceding proposition is equal to 0.
Let us also mention that in general, if E satisfies the minimal redundancy
property for (xn)n, there are dual frames to (xn)n different from the canon-
ical dual frame for which the matrix from (25) is invertible. For example,
this matrix is invertible for every dual (vn)n as in Theorem 2.3, i.e. such
that vn = 0 for all n ∈ E (and, unless (xn)n is of a very special form, such
dual frames differ from the canonical dual frame associated to (xn)n).
3. Computing a dual frame optimal for erasures
In this section we give an alternative way for computing the constructed
dual. We first show in Theorem 3.2 that the dual frame from Theorem 2.6
can be written in another form. That naturally leads to the question of in-
verting operators of the form I −G, where G has a finite rank. In practice,
G will be of the form G =
∑k
i=1 θyni, xni , where xni are frame members
indexed by an erasure set E = {n1, n2, . . . , nk}, and yni are the correspond-
ing members of the canonical dual. (Recall from the introduction that θy,x
denotes a rank one operator defined by θy,x(v) = 〈v, x〉y, v ∈ H.) Here
we provide a (finite) iterative process for computing (I −∑ki=1 θyni, xni)−1
with the number of iterations equal to k. At the end of this section we show
that this inverse operator can also be computed by applying the formula
given in Theorem 6.2 in [21]. This theorem is proved for invertible opera-
tors of the form I −∑ki=1 θyi,xi , where y1, . . . , yk are linearly independent.
Since we cannot expect from our frame elements yn1 , . . . , ynk to be linearly
independent, in order to apply this theorem to our situation, we prove in
our Theorem 3.5 that the conclusion of Theorem 6.2 from [21] holds even
without the linear independence assumption.
Consider an arbitrary frame (xn)n for H with the analysis operator U and
a finite set of indices E = {n1, n2, . . . , nk}. Obviously, sequences (xn)n∈Ec
and (xn)n∈E are Bessel. (E
c denotes the complement of E in the index
set.) Denote the corresponding analysis operators by UEc and UE , respec-
tively. Notice that (xn)n∈E is finite, so UE takes values in C
k. It is evident
that the corresponding frame operators satisfy U∗EcUEcx =
∑
n∈Ec〈x, xn〉xn,
U∗EUEx =
∑
n∈E〈x, xn〉xn, x ∈ H, and hence
(26) U∗EcUEc = U
∗U − U∗EUE .
Further, if (yn)n is the canonical dual of (xn)n, its analysis operator V
is of the form V = U(U∗U)−1. The analysis operators of Bessel sequences
(yn)n∈Ec and (yn)n∈E will be denoted by VEc and VE , respectively. Observe
that VE = UE(U
∗U)−1 and VEc = UEc(U
∗U)−1. Now the equality x =∑∞
n=1〈x, xn〉yn, x ∈ H, can be written as
(27) V ∗EcUEc = I − V ∗EUE.
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The following lemma should be compared to Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5.
It gives us another characterization of finite sets satisfying the minimal re-
dundancy condition.
Lemma 3.1. Let (xn)n be a frame for a Hilbert space H with the analysis
operator U and the canonical dual (yn)n. If E is any finite set of indices the
following statements are mutually equivalent:
(a) E satisfies the minimal redundancy condition for (xn)n;
(b) I − V ∗EUE is invertible;
(c) I − V ∗FUF is invertible for every F ⊆ E.
Proof. Since UEc is the analysis operator of a Bessel sequence (xn)n∈Ec , we
know that (xn)n∈Ec is a frame for H if and only if U
∗
EcUEc is invertible, i.e.,
by (26), if and only if U∗U − U∗EUE is invertible. Since U∗U is invertible
and
U∗U − U∗EUE = U∗U(I − (U∗U)−1U∗EUE) = U∗U(I − V ∗EUE),
this is equivalent with invertibility of I − V ∗EUE . Thus, we have proved
(a)⇔(b).
The implication (c)⇒(b) is obvious.
For (a)⇒(c) we only need to observe that, if E satisfies the minimal
redundancy condition for (xn)n, then so does every subset of E; thus, we
can apply the implication (a)⇒(b) to F. 
Suppose that a finite set E has the minimal redundancy property for a
frame (xn)n for H. If (yn)n is its canonical dual, then by (27) we have
(I − V ∗EUE)x =
∑
n∈Ec
〈x, xn〉yn, ∀x ∈ H.
By the above lemma, I−V ∗EUE is an invertible operator, so we get from the
preceding equality that
x =
∑
n∈Ec
〈x, xn〉(I − V ∗EUE)−1yn, ∀x ∈ H.
This shows that the sequence ((I − V ∗EUE)−1yn)n∈Ec is a frame for H that
is dual to (xn)n∈Ec. As noted in the first proof of Theorem 2.3 its trivial
extension (with null-vectors as frame members indexed by n ∈ E) serves
as one of the frames for H dual to the original frame (xn)n that provides
perfect reconstruction without coefficients indexed by the erasure set E.
Moreover, it turns out that ((I − V ∗EUE)−1yn)n∈Ec is precisely the dual
frame from our construction that is given by formula (24) in Theorem 2.6.
Theorem 3.2. Let (xn)n be a frame for a Hilbert space H with the anal-
ysis operator U and the canonical dual (yn)n. Suppose that a finite set
E = {n1, n2, . . . , nk}, k ∈ N, satisfies the minimal redundancy condition
for (xn)n. If (vn)n is a dual frame for (xn)n defined by (24) then
(28) vn = (I − V ∗EUE)−1yn, ∀n ∈ Ec.
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Proof. Observe first that I−V ∗EUE is invertible by Lemma 3.1, so (28) makes
sense.
Let αn :=
[
αn1 . . . αnk
]T
, n ∈ Ec. Then (24) can be written as
(29) vn = yn − V ∗Eαn, ∀n ∈ Ec,
while (23) becomes
(30) (UEV
∗
E − I)αn = UEyn, ∀n ∈ Ec.
By Lemma 2.5 the operator UEV
∗
E − I is invertible so (30) becomes
(31) αn = (UEV
∗
E − I)−1UEyn, ∀n ∈ Ec.
Observe now the equality (UEV
∗
E − I)UE = UE(V ∗EUE − I). Multiplying by
(UEV
∗
E − I)−1 from the left and by (V ∗EUE − I)−1 from the right we obtain
(32) (UEV
∗
E − I)−1UE = UE(V ∗EUE − I)−1.
We now have, for all n ∈ Ec,
vn
(29)
= yn − V ∗Eαn
(31)
= yn − V ∗E(UEV ∗E − I)−1UEyn
(32)
= yn − V ∗EUE(V ∗EUE − I)−1yn
= yn − ((V ∗EUE − I) + I) (V ∗EUE − I)−1yn
= yn − yn − (V ∗EUE − I)−1yn
= (I − V ∗EUE)−1yn.

Recall from Theorem 2.6 that vn’s can be obtained by solving a system
of linear equations. The preceding theorem provides us with another pos-
sibility: (vn)n∈E is identified as the image of (yn)n∈E under the action of
(I − V ∗EUE)−1. Put E = {n1, n2, . . . nk}, k ∈ N. Then V ∗EUE is of the form
V ∗EUEx =
k∑
i=1
〈x, xni〉yni =
k∑
i=1
θyni ,xni (x), x ∈ H.
Thus, in applications we need an efficient procedure for computing (I −∑k
i=1 θyni ,xni )
−1.
The case k = 1 is easy. Here we need the following simple observation:
if x, y ∈ H are such that I − θy,x is invertible, then 〈y, x〉 6= 1. (Indeed,
〈y, x〉 = 1 would imply (I − θy,x)y = y − 〈y, x〉y = 0 and, by invertibility of
I − θy,x, we would have y = 0 which contradicts the equality 〈y, x〉 = 1.)
Moreover, it can be easily verified that (I − θy,x)−1, if it exists, is given
by
(33) (I − θy,x)−1 = I + 1
1− 〈y, x〉θy,x.
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Corollary 3.3. Let (xn)n be a frame for a Hilbert space H with the anal-
ysis operator U and the canonical dual (yn)n. Suppose that a set E = {m}
satisfies the minimal redundancy condition for (xn)n. Let vm = 0 and
(34) vn = yn +
〈yn, xm〉
1− 〈ym, xm〉ym, ∀n 6= m.
Then (vn)n is a frame for H dual to (xn)n.
Proof. If E = {m} then I−V ∗EUE = I− θym,xm. Now (33) and Theorem 3.2
give (34). 
Suppose now that E has k ≥ 2 elements and satisfies the minimal redun-
dancy condition for a frame (xn)n with the analysis operators U. Assume
for notational simplicity that E = {1, 2, . . . , k}. As before we denote by
(yn)n the canonical dual of (xn)n and by V its analysis operator. Observe
that I − V ∗EUE = I −
∑k
i=1 θyi,xi . Recall from Lemma 3.1 that I − V ∗FUF is
invertible for all F ⊆ E. In particular, by taking F = {1}, F = {1, 2}, F =
{1, 2, 3}, . . . we conclude that I −∑ni=1 θyi,xi is an invertible operator for all
n = 1, 2, . . . , k.
In the theorem that follows we demonstrate an iterative procedure for
computing all (I − θy1,x1)−1, (I −
∑2
i=1 θyi,xi)
−1, (I −∑3i=1 θyi,xi)−1, . . .
(I −∑ki=1 θyi,xi)−1 such that each (I −∑ni=1 θyi,xi)−1, n = 1, 2, . . . , k, is
expressed as a product of exactly n simple inverses (I − θy,x)−1 which one
obtains using (33).
Theorem 3.4. Let (xn)n be a frame for a Hilbert space H with the anal-
ysis operator U and the canonical dual (yn)n. Suppose that a set E =
{1, 2, . . . , k}, k ∈ N, satisfies the minimal redundancy condition for (xn)n.
Let y1, . . . , yn be defined as
y1 = y1,
yn = (I − θyn−1,xn−1)−1 . . . (I − θy1,x1)−1yn, n = 2, . . . , k.(35)
Then y1, . . . , yn are well defined and
(36) (I −
n∑
i=1
θyi,xi)
−1 = (I − θyn,xn)−1 . . . (I − θy1,x1)−1, n = 1, . . . , k.
Proof. In order to see that y1, . . . , yk are well defined we have to prove that
the operators I−θyn,xn for n = 1, . . . , k are invertible. Note that, as already
observed, I −∑ni=1 θyi,xi are invertible for all n = 1, 2, . . . , k.
We prove by induction.
For n = 1 we have I − θy1,x1 = I − θy1,x1 which is an invertible operator
by Lemma 3.1 (applied to F = {1}), and formula (36) is trivially satisfied.
Assume now that for some n < k the operators I − θy1,x1 , . . . , I − θyn,xn
are invertible and that (36) is satisfied.
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Observe the equality
(37) Tθy,x = θTy,x
which holds for all x, y ∈ H and T ∈ B(H). Now we have
I − θyn+1,xn+1
(35)
= I − θ(I−θxn,yn )−1···(I−θx1,y1 )−1yn+1,xn+1
(37)
= I − (I − θyn,xn)−1 · · · (I − θy1,x1)−1θyn+1,xn+1
(36)
= I − (I −
n∑
i=1
θyi,xi)
−1θyn+1,xn+1
= (I −
n∑
i=1
θyi,xi)
−1(I −
n∑
i=1
θyi,xi)− (I −
n∑
i=1
θyi,xi)
−1θyn+1,xn+1
= (I −
n∑
i=1
θyi,xi)
−1(I −
n∑
i=1
θyi,xi − θyn+1,xn+1)
= (I −
n∑
i=1
θyi,xi)
−1(I −
n+1∑
i=1
θyi,xi)
(36)
= (I − θyn,xn)−1 · · · (I − θy1,x1)−1(I −
n+1∑
i=1
θyi,xi).
This proves that I − θyn+1,xn+1 is invertible (as a product of invertible oper-
ators). Also, it follows from the final equality that
(I −
n+1∑
i=1
θyi,xi)
−1 = (I − θyn+1,xn+1)−1(I − θyn,xn)−1 · · · (I − θy1,x1,)−1.

We conclude this section with the result that improves Theorem 6.2 from
[21] by removing the linear independence assumption. In this way we provide
a closed-form formula for the inverse (I −∑kn=1 θyk,xk)−1 which can (alter-
natively) be used, via Theorem 3.2, for obtaining our dual frame (vn)n.
Theorem 3.5. Let x1, . . . , xk and y1, . . . , yk be vectors in a Hilbert space H
such that the operator R = I −∑kj=1 θyj ,xj ∈ B(H) is invertible. Then
R−1 = I +
k∑
i,j=1
cijθyi,xj ,
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where the coefficient matrix C := (cij) is given by
(38) C = −


〈y1, x1〉 − 1 〈y2, x1〉 . . . 〈yk, x1〉
〈y1, x2〉 〈y2, x2〉 − 1 . . . 〈yk, x2〉
...
...
...
〈y1, xk〉 〈y2, xk〉 . . . 〈yk, xk〉 − 1


−1
.
Proof. Let U, V : H → Ck be the analysis operators of Bessel sequences
(xn)
k
n=1, (yn)
k
n=1, respectively. Then R = I−V ∗U, and since R is invertible,
UV ∗ − I is also an invertible operator.
Let (en)
k
n=1 be the canonical basis for C
k. Since
(UV ∗ − I)ij = 〈(UV ∗ − I)ej , ei〉 = 〈yj , xi〉 − δij ,
(δij is the Kronecker delta) the matrix representation of the operator UV
∗−
I : Ck → Ck with respect to the basis (en)kn=1 is precisely the matrix

〈y1, x1〉 − 1 〈y2, x1〉 . . . 〈yk, x1〉
〈y1, x2〉 〈y2, x2〉 − 1 . . . 〈yk, x2〉
...
...
...
〈y1, xk〉 〈y2, xk〉 . . . 〈yk, xk〉 − 1

 .
As a matrix representation of an invertible operator, this is an invertible
matrix.
Now one proceeds exactly as in the proof of Theorem 6.2 from [12]. 
4. Uniformly redundant frames
Recall from the introduction that a frame (xn)n is said to be M -robust,
M ∈ N, if any set of indices of cardinality M satisfies the minimal redun-
dancy condition for (xn)n. Obviously, such frames are resistant to erasures
of any M frame coefficients. A special subclass consists of M -robust frames
with the property that after removal of any M elements the reduced se-
quence makes up a basis for the ambient space - we say that such frames
are of uniform excess M . In particular, if a frame (xn)
N+M
n=1 for an N -
dimensional space H is of uniform excess M , any N of its members make
up a basis for H. Such frames are sometimes called full spark frames (see
[2]) or maximally robust frames (as in [23]).
Here we provide some results on such frames. Let us start with a simple
proposition that is certainly known. For completeness we include a proof.
Proposition 4.1. Let (xn)n be a frame for a Hilbert space H with the lower
frame bound A. If ‖xj‖ <
√
A for some index m then the set E = {m}
satisfies the minimal redundancy condition for (xn)n.
Proof. Let (yn)n be the canonical dual of (xn)n. Denote again by U and V
the analysis operators of (xn)n and (yn)n, respectively. Since ‖(U∗U)−1‖ ≤
1
A
it follows that
〈ym, xm〉 = 〈(U∗U)−1xm, xm〉 ≤ ‖(U∗U)−1‖‖xm‖2 < 1.
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Then I + 11−〈ym,xm〉θym,xm is well defined and, by (33), it is the inverse of
I − θyj ,xj = I − V ∗EUE. By Lemma 3.1, E satisfies the minimal redundancy
condition for (xn)n. 
Corollary 4.2. Suppose that (xn)n is a frame for a Hilbert space H with
the lower frame bound A such that ‖xn‖ <
√
A for all n ∈ N. Then (xn)n
is 1-robust.
Consider now a Parseval frame (xn)n for a Hilbert space H. By Propo-
sition 4.1, a sequence that is obtained from (xn)n by removing any xn such
that ‖xn‖ < 1 is again a frame for H. On the other hand, it is a well
known fact each xm such that ‖xm‖ = 1 is orthogonal to all xn, n 6= m. By
combining these two facts we obtain
Corollary 4.3. Let (xn)n be a Parseval frame for a Hilbert space H. The
following two conditions are mutually equivalent:
(1) (xn)n is 1-robust;
(2) ‖xn‖ < 1 for all n ∈ N.
Note in passing that a similar statement can be proved for an arbitrary
frame (xn)n with the analysis operator U using the preceding corollary ap-
plied to the associated Parseval frame ((U∗U)−
1
2xn)n. We omit the details.
Next we show that each Parseval frame that is not an orthonormal basis
can be converted to a 1-robust Parseval frame. We first need a lemma which
is proved using a nice maneuver from [7].
Lemma 4.4. Let (xn)n be a Parseval frame for a Hilbert space H that is
not an orthonormal basis. Suppose that ‖xi‖ = 1 for some i ∈ N. Then
there exists j ∈ N, j 6= i, such that ‖xj‖ < 1 and a Parseval frame (x′n)n for
H with the properties ‖x′i‖ < 1, ‖x′j‖ < 1, and x′n = xn for all n 6= i, j.
Proof. First, since (xn)n is not an orthonormal basis, there exists at least
one index j ∈ N, j 6= i, such that ‖xj‖ < 1. Find such j, take a real number
ϕ, 0 < ϕ < pi2 , and define
x′n =


cosϕxi + sinϕxj , if n = i;
− sinϕxi + cosϕxj , if n = j;
xn, if n 6= i, j.
A direct verification shows that (x′n)n is a Parseval frame for H. Further,
‖xi‖ = 1 implies that xi ⊥ xn for all n 6= i. Using this, we find
‖x′i‖2 = ‖xi‖2 cos2 ϕ+ ‖xj‖2 sin2 ϕ < 1
and
‖x′j‖2 = ‖xi‖2 sin2 ϕ+ ‖xj‖2 cos2 ϕ < 1.

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Remark 4.5. Suppose we are given a Parseval frame (xn)n for a Hilbert space
H that is not an orthonormal basis. If ‖xn‖ < 1 for all n ∈ N, Corollary 4.3
guarantees that (xn)n is 1-robust.
If, on the other hand, there exists i ∈ N such that ‖xi‖ = 1 we can
apply the preceding lemma to obtain another Parseval frame (x′n)n with
less elements that are perpendicular to all other members of the frame. By
repeating the procedure we eventually obtain a 1-robust Parseval frame.
It is now natural to ask if there is a similar technique that would produce
a 2-robust Parseval frame starting from a 1-robust Parseval frame. A re-
lated question is: is there some necessary and sufficient condition (possibly
stronger than ‖xn‖ < 1) on the norms of the frame members which would
ensure 2-robustness? The following example shows that the answer to the
latter question is negative.
Example 4.6. Let ε ∈ 〈0, 12 〉. Let (ǫn)n be an orthonormal basis for a Hilbert
space H. Let
xn =
{ √
εǫk, if n = 3k − 2 or n = 3k − 1;√
1− 2εǫk, if n = 3k;
The sequence (xn)n is obviously a 2-robust Parseval frame. Observe that
‖x3k‖ =
√
1− 2ε for all k, so we can choose ǫ such that the norms ‖x3k‖ are
arbitrarily close to 1.
In the rest of the paper we turn to finite-dimensional spaces and their
finite frames. Our goal is to characterize full spark frames (i.e. finite frames
of uniform excess). Let us begin with two simple examples.
Example 4.7. Suppose (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) is a basis for a Hilbert space H.
Choose arbitrary λ1, λ2, . . . , λN such that λi 6= 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , N , and
define
xN+1 = λ1x1 + λ2x2 + . . . + λNxN .
Then it is easy to verify that (xn)
N+1
n=1 is a full spark frame for H.
Example 4.8. Take again a basis (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) for H. Choose arbitrary
λi, µi, i = 1, . . . , N such that λi, µi 6= 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , N , and λiµi 6=
λj
µj
for i 6= j. Let
xN+1 = λ1x1 + λ2x2 + . . .+ λNxN ,
xN+2 = µ1x1 + µ2x2 + . . .+ µNxN .
Then (xn)
N+2
n=1 is a full spark frame for H.
To see this, we must show that any subsequence consisting of exactly N
vectors makes up a basis forH. For example, consider (xN+1, xN+2, x3, . . . , xN ).
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The matrix representation of these N vectors in the basis (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) is
A =


λ1 µ1 0 . . . 0
λ2 µ2 0 . . . 0
λ3 µ3 1 . . . 0
...
...
...
...
λN µN 0 . . . 1

 .
Since detA = λ1µ2−λ2µ1 6= 0, A is invertible and (xN+1, xN+2, x3, . . . , xN )
is a basis for H. Again, we omit the further details.
The preceding two examples are just special cases of the following theo-
rem.
Theorem 4.9. Let (xn)
N
n=1, N ∈ N, be a basis of a Hilbert space H and let
T = (tij) ∈ MNM , M ∈ N, be a matrix with the property that each square
submatrix of T is invertible. Define xN+1, xN+2, . . . , xN+M ∈ H by
(39) xN+j =
N∑
i=1
tijxi, ∀j = 1, 2, . . . ,M.
Then (xn)
N+M
n=1 is a full spark frame for H.
Conversely, each full spark frame for H is of this form. More precisely, if
(xn)
N+M
n=1 is a full spark frame for H then there is a matrix T = (tij) ∈MNM
such that xN+1, xN+2, . . . , xN+M are of the form (39) and whose all square
submatrices are invertible.
Proof. Suppose that we are given a basis (xn)
N
n=1 for H and a matrix T =
(tij) ∈MNM whose all square submatrices are invertible. Consider (xn)N+Mn=1
with xN+1, xN+2, . . . , xN+M ∈ H defined by (39). Let k be a natural number
such that 1 ≤ k ≤ N,M . Consider two arbitrary sets of indices of cardinality
k; I = {i1, i2, . . . , ik} and J = {j1, j2, . . . , jk} and let Ic = {1, 2, . . . , N} \ I.
We must prove that a reduced sequence
(40) (xn)n∈Ic ∪ (xN+j)j∈J
is a basis for H. (Note that the case k = 0 is trivial.)
Let C ∈ MN denotes the matrix that is obtained by representing our
reduced sequence (40) in the basis (xn)
N
n=1. It suffices to show that C is
an invertible matrix. We shall show, using an argument from the proof of
Theorem 6 in [2] that detC 6= 0. By suitable changes of rows and columns
of C, where only the first N − k columns of C are involved, we get a block-
matrix C ′ of the form
C ′ =
[
IN−k T
′
0 T ′′
]
where IN−k ∈ Mn−k is a unit matrix while T ′ ∈ MN−k,k and T ′′ ∈ Mk
are some submatrices of T . By the hypothesis, T ′′ is invertible. Hence,
detC ′ = det IN−k ·detT ′′ = detT ′′ 6= 0 and this obviously implies detC 6= 0.
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To prove the converse, suppose that (xn)
N+M
n=1 is an arbitrary full spark
frame for H. In particular, (xn)
N
n=1 is a basis for H, so there exist numbers
tij such that xN+1, xN+2, . . . , xN+M are of the form (39). We must prove
that each square submatrix of T = (tij) ∈MNM is invertible.
Consider two sets of indices I = {i1, i2, . . . , ik} and J = {j1, j2, . . . , jk}
with 1 ≤ k ≤ N,M and the corresponding k×k submatrix TI,J = (tij)i∈I,j∈J
of T . Denote again Ic = {1, 2, . . . , N} \ I and consider a reduced sequence
(xn)n∈Ic ∪ (xN+j)j∈J .
By the assumption, these N vectors make up a basis for H. Denote by C the
matrix representation of this basis with respect to (xn)
N
n=1 and notice that C
is an invertible matrix. In particular, the rows of C are linearly independent.
Observe now that a k×N submatrix CI of C that corresponds to the rows
indexed by I is a block-matrix of the form
CI =
[
0 | TI,J
]
.
In particular, the rows of CI are linearly independent. This immediately
implies that the rows of TI,J are linearly independent. Thus, TI,J is invert-
ible. 
Remark 4.10. Let (xn)
N+M
n=1 be a full spark frame for an N -dimensional
Hilbert space H. Consider a matrix T introduced by (39) as in the Theo-
rem 4.9.
(a) Let M = 1. Then T =


t11
t21
...
tN1

 . Obviously, the property that each
square submatrix of T is invertible means that ti1 6= 0 for all i = 1, . . . , N.
Therefore, all full spark frames for N -dimensional Hilbert spaceH consisting
of N + 1 elements are of the form as in Example 4.7.
(b) Let M = 2. Then T =


t11 t12
t21 t22
...
...
tN1 t12

 . Then each square submatrix of
T will be invertible if and only if tij 6= 0, i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, 2, and ti1tj2 6=
ti2tj1, i.e.
ti1
tj1
6= ti2
tj2
, for all i, j = 1, . . . , N, i 6= j. In other words, every full
spark frames for N -dimensional Hilbert space H with N + 2 elements is as
in Example 4.8.
(c) Let M = N. Recall that a matrix T ∈ MN is said to be totally non-
singular if each minor of T is different from zero (i.e. if each k×k submatrix
of T , for all k = 1, 2, . . . , N , is nonsingular). Therefore, a sequence (xn)
2N
n=1
is a full spark frame for H if and only if T is totally nonsingular.
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In the rest of the paper we discuss some applications of Theorem 4.9. Let
us begin by providing examples of totally nonsingular matrices.
Recall from [13] that a square matrix T is called totally positive if all its
minors are positive real numbers. Clearly, each totally positive matrix is
totally nonsingular. We shall construct infinite totally positive symmetric
matrices which can be used, via Theorem 4.9, for producing new examples
of full spark frames. A construction that follows may be of its own interest.
For a matrix T = (tij) ∈Mn and two sets of indices I, J ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} of
the same cardinality we denote by ∆(T )I,J the corresponding minor; i.e. the
determinant of a submatrix TI,J = (tij)i∈I,j∈J . A minor ∆(T )I,J is called
solid if both I and J consist of consecutive indices. More specifically, a
minor ∆(T )I,J is called initial if it is solid and 1 ∈ I ∪ J . Observe that each
matrix entry is the lower-right corner of exactly one initial minor. In our
construction we will make use of the following efficient criterion for total
positivity which was proved by M. Gasca and J.M. Pen˜a in [14] (see also
Theorem 9 in [13]): a square matrix is totally positive if and only if all its
initial minors are positive.
To describe our construction we need to introduce one more notational
convention. Given an infinite matrix T = (tij)
∞
i,j=1 and n ∈ N, we denote by
T (n) a submatrix in the upper-left n×n corner of T , that is T (n) = (tij)ni,j=1.
Its minors will be denoted by ∆(T (n))I,J .
Theorem 4.11. Let (an)n and (bn)n be sequences of natural numbers such
that b1 = a2 and anbn+1− bnan+1 = 1 for all n ∈ N. There exists an infinite
matrix T = (tij)
∞
i,j=1 with the following properties:
(1) tij ∈ N, ∀i, j ∈ N;
(2) tij = tji, ∀i, j ∈ N;
(3) t1n = tn1 = an, ∀n ∈ N, and t2n = tn2 = bn, ∀n ∈ N.
(4) all minors of T (n) are positive (i.e. T (n) is totally positive), for each
n ∈ N ;
(5) For each n ∈ N, it holds
∆(T (n)){n},{1} = tn1 = an,
∆(T (n)){n,n−1},{1,2} = 1,
∆(T (n)){n,n−1,n−2},{1,2,3} = 1,
∆(T (N)){n,n−1,n−2,n−3},{1,2,3,4} = 1,
. . .
∆(T (n)){n,n−1,...,1},{1,2,...,n} = detT
(n) = 1
(i.e. all solid minors of (T (n)) with the lower-left corner coinciding
with the lower-left corner of (T (n)), except possibly ∆(T (n)){n},{1},
are equal to 1).
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Proof. We shall construct T by induction starting from T (1) = [a1]. Observe
that T (2) =
[
a1 b1
a2 b2
]
; note that T (2) is symmetric since by assumption we
have b1 = a2.
Suppose that we have a symmetric totally positive matrix with integer
coefficients T (n) ∈Mn which satisfies the above conditions (1)-(5),
T (n) =


a1 a2 a3 . . . an
a2 b2 b3 . . . bn
a3 b3 t33 . . . t3n
...
...
...
...
an−1 bn−1 tn−1,3 . . . tn−1,n
an bn tn3 . . . tnn


.
Put
(41) T (n+1) =


a1 a2 a3 . . . an an+1
a2 b2 b3 . . . bn bn+1
a3 b3 t33 . . . t3n x3
...
...
...
...
...
an−1 bn−1 tn−1,3 . . . tn−1,n xn−1
an bn tn3 . . . tnn xn
an+1 bn+1 x3 . . . xn xn+1


.
Note that, by the hypothesis on sequences (an)n and (bn)n, we have
det
[
an bn
an+1 bn+1
]
= 1.
We must find numbers x3, x4, . . . , xn, y such that T
(n+1) satisfies (1)-(5).
Consider a 3× 3 minor in the lower-left corner of T (n+1):
∆(T (n+1)){n+1,n,n−1},{1,2,3} = det

 an−1 bn−1 tn−1,3an bn tn3
an+1 bn+1 x3

 .
We can compute ∆(T (n+1)){n+1,n,n−1},{1,2,3} by the Laplace expansion along
the third row. By the assumption on sequences (an)n and (bn)n we have
det
[
an−1 bn−1
an bn
]
= 1; hence, there exists a unique integer x3 such that
∆(T (n+1)){n+1,n,n−1},{1,2,3} = 1; choose this x3 and put tn+1,3 = x3.
Consider now
∆(T (n+1)){n+1,n,n−1,n−2},{1,2,3,4} = det


an−2 bn−2 tn−2,3 tn−2,4
an−1 bn−1 tn−1,3 tn−1,4
an bn tn3 tn4
an+1 bn+1 tn+1,3 x4

 .
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Note that the only unknown entry in this minor is x4. We again use the
Laplace expansion along the bottom row. By the induction hypothesis we
know that
det

 an−1 bn−2 tn−2,3an−1 bn−1 tn−1,3
an bn tn3

 = ∆(T (n)){n,n−1,n−2},{1,2,3} = 1;
hence, there is a unique x4 ∈ Z such that ∆(T (n+1)){n+1,n,n−1,n−2},{1,2,3,4} =
1. Put tn+1,4 = x4. We proceed in the same fashion to obtain x5, . . . , xn+1
in order to achieve the above condition (5) for T (n+1). Since T (n+1) is
symmetric, all its essential minors with the lower-right corner in the last
column are also equal to 1. By the induction hypothesis T (n) is totally
positive, so all essential minors of T (n+1) with the lower-right corner in the
ith row and jth column such that i, j ≤ n are also positive. Thus, we can
apply the above mentioned result of M. Gasca and J.M. Pen˜a (Theorem 9 in
[13]) to conclude that T (n+1) is totally positive. In particular, the integers
x3, x4, . . . , xn, y that we have computed along the way are all positive. This
concludes the induction step. 
Example 4.12. Let us take an = 1 and bn = n, for all n ∈ N. Clearly,
the sequences (an)n and (bn)n defined in this way satisfy the conditions
from Theorem 4.11. Thus, an application of that theorem gives us a totally
positive matrix
T =


1 1 1 1 1 1 . . .
1 2 3 4 5 6 . . .
1 3 6 10 15 21
1 4 10 20 35 56
1 5 15 35 70 126
1 6 21 56 126 252
...
...


By the construction, the coefficients of T in the first two rows and columns
are determined in advance. One can prove that all other coefficients of T ,
those that need to be computed by an inductive procedure as described in
the preceding proof, are given by
(42) ti,j+1 = tij + ti−1,j+1, ∀i ≥ 3, ∀j ≥ 2.
This means that T is in fact a well known Pascal matrix; i.e. that tij’s are
given by tij =
(
i+j−2
j−1
)
for all i, j ≥ 1. A verification of (42) serves as an
alternative proof of Proposition 4.11 with this special choice of (an)n and
(bn)n. The key observation is the equality that one obtains by subtracting
each row in ∆(T (n+1)){n+1,n,...,n−j+1},{1,2,...,j+1} from the next one and then
using (42):
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∆(T (n+1)){n+1,n,...,n−j+1},{1,2,...,j+1} =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 tn−j+1,2 tn−j+1,3 . . . tn−j+1,j+1
0
0
...
0
∆(T (n+1)){n+1,n,...,n−j+2},{1,2,...,j}
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
.
We omit the details.
Another example of an infinite totally positive symmetric matrix is ob-
tained by a different choice of sequences (an)n and (bn)n.
Example 4.13. Let an = n and bn = 3n − 1, for all n ∈ N. Evidently,
these two sequences satisfy the required conditions; namely, b1 = a2 and
anbn+1− bnan+1 = 1 for all n ∈ N. An application of Theorem 4.11 gives us
a totally positive matrix
T =


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . . .
2 5 8 11 14 17 20 23 . . .
3 8 14 21 29 38 48 59 . . .
4 11 21 35 54 79 · ·
5 14 29 54 94 · · ·
6 17 38 79 · · · ·
7 20 48 · · · · ·
8 23 59 · · · · ·
...
...
...


Remark 4.14. Obviously, by choosing suitable sequences (an)n and (bn)n
one can generate in the same fashion many other totaly positive symmetric
matrices with integer coefficients.
It is also clear from the proof of Proposition 4.11 that, by applying a
similar inductive procedure, one can construct any infinite totally positive
matrix (not necessarily symmetric) with coefficients merely in R+, with a
prescribed first column or the first row.
Suppose now again that we work in an N -dimensional Hilbert space H.
Recall that Theorem 6 from [2] describes a procedure for producing full
spark unit norm tight frames using Chebotare¨v theorem on N ×N discrete
Fourier transform matrix with N prime. Another technique for producing
full spark equal norm tight frames can be found in [23].
We can now provide, using Theorem 4.9 and the preceding two examples,
further examples of full spark frames for H of arbitrary length. To do
that, we only need to fix some M ∈ N, and choose arbitrary set of indices
I = {i1, i2, . . . , iN}, J = {j1, j2, . . . , jM}. Then we can take a totally positive
matrix T from Example 4.12 or Example 4.13, its submatrix TI,J ∈ MNM
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and apply Theorem 4.9. In this way we obtain a full spark frame for H
consisting of N +M elements.
Example 4.15. Denote by (xn)
N
n=1 the canonical basis for C
N , N ∈ N. Take
arbitrary M ∈ N and the upper left N × M corner of the matrix from
Example 4.12. An application of Theorem 4.9 gives us a full spark frame
(xn)
N+M
n=1 for C
N whose members are represented in the basis (xn)
N
n=1 by
the matrix
FNM =


1 0 0 · · · 0 1 1 1 · · · 1
0 1 0 · · · 0 1 2 3 · · · M
0 0 1 · · · 0 1 3 t33 · · · t3M
0 0 0 · · · 0 1 4 t43 · · · t4M
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 · · · 1 1 N tN3 · · · tNM


with
tij =
(
i+ j − 2
j − 1
)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N, j = 1, 2, . . . ,M.
It would be useful to construct classes of full spark frames with some
additional properties. Given a frame (xn)n for a Hilbert space H with
the analysis operator U , it is well known that ((U∗U)−
1
2xn)n is a Parseval
frame for H. Since (U∗U)−
1
2 is an invertible operator, this transformation
preserves full spark property.
Unfortunately, computing the inverse of the positive square root (from the
frame operator) is costly. However, a class of full spark frames described as
in Theorem 4.9 in terms of an orthonormal basis is easier to handle.
Observe (as in the above example) that, if (xn)
N+M
n=1 is a full spark frame
and if T is a matrix introduced by (39) as in the Theorem 4.9, then the
matrix representation of (xn)
N+M
n=1 with respect to a basis (xn)
N
n=1 is (written
in the form of a block matrix)
[
I | T ]. Moreover, this is precisely the
matrix of the synthesis operator U∗ of our frame (xn)
N+M
n=1 . If, additionally,
(xn)
N
n=1 is an orthonormal (e.g. canonical) basis, this implies that U
∗U =
I+TT ∗. An easy computation (which we omit) shows that, in this situation,
TT ∗ is nothing else than
∑M
n=1 θxN+n,xN+n . Thus,
(43) U∗U = I +
M∑
n=1
θxN+n,xN+n .
In the case M = 1 there is a simple formula for (I + θx,x)
− 1
2 . The reader
can easily check that
(44) (I + θx,x)
− 1
2 = I +
1
‖x‖2
(
1√
1 + ‖x‖2 − 1
)
θx,x, ∀x ∈ H.
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For M > 1 we do not have a formula for the inverse square root of U∗U
where U : CN → CM is such that U∗U is of the form (43). However, it
suffices for our purposes to find any invertible operator R on CN , not neces-
sarily positive, such that UR∗ is an isometry. Then (Rxn)n will be a Parseval
full spark frame for H. Indeed, this is immediate from the observation that
the analysis operator of (Rxn)n is precisely UR
∗.
In the theorem that follows we give a finite iterative procedure for con-
structing such an operator R. It turns out that R is a finite product of
operators of the form (44).
Theorem 4.16. Let U : CN → CM be an operator such that U∗U = I +∑M
n=1 θfn,fn for some f1, f2, . . . , fM ∈ CN , M ∈ N. Let
f (0)n = fn, ∀n = 1, . . . ,M,
and, for k = 1, . . . ,M ,
(45) f (k)n =
(
I + θ
f
(k−1)
k
,f
(k−1)
k
)− 1
2
f (k−1)n , ∀n = 1, . . . ,M.
Consider the operators
(46) R
(k−1)
k =
(
I + θ
f
(k−1)
k
,f
(k−1)
k
)− 1
2
, ∀k = 1, . . . ,M,
and
(47) R = R
(M−1)
M R
(M−2)
M−1 · · ·R(0)1 .
Then R is an invertible operator such that UR∗ is an isometry.
Proof. Observe first that the recursion formulae (45) can be written as
(48) f (k)n = R
(k−1)
k f
(k−1)
n , ∀n = 1, . . . ,M, ∀k = 1, . . . ,M.
Notice that we can rewrite the assumed equality U∗U = I+
∑M
n=1 θfn,fn can
be written as
U∗U
(46)
= (R
(0)
1 )
−2 + θf2,f2 + . . . + θfM ,fM .
Multiplying on the both sides by R
(0)
1 and taking into account that
R
(0)
1 θfk,fkR
(0)
1 = θR(0)1 fk,R
(0)
1 fk
(48)
= θ
f
(1)
k
,f
(1)
k
for all k = 2, . . . ,M , we get
R
(0)
1 U
∗UR
(0)
1 = I + θf(1)2 ,f
(1)
2
+ . . .+ θ
f
(1)
M
,f
(1)
M
.
Again, we write this equality as
R
(0)
1 U
∗UR
(0)
1 = (R
(1)
2 )
−2 + θ
f
(1)
3 ,f
(1)
3
+ . . .+ θ
f
(1)
M
,f
(1)
M
.
Now we multiply on the both sides by R
(1)
2 and, as above, we get
R
(1)
2 R
(0)
1 U
∗UR
(0)
1 R
(1)
2 = I + θf(2)3 ,f
(2)
3
+ . . .+ θ
f
(2)
M
,f
(2)
M
.
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After m steps we get
R
(M−1)
M · · ·R(1)2 R(0)1 U∗UR(0)1 R(1)2 · · ·R(M−1)M = I,
that is, by (47),
RU∗UR∗ = I.

As an immediate consequence we get:
Corollary 4.17. Let (xn)
N+M
n=1 be a frame for a Hilbert space H such that
(xn)
N
n=1 is an orthonormal basis for H. Let
(49) x(0)n = xn, ∀n = 1, . . . , N +M,
and for k = 1, . . . ,M
(50) x(k)n =
(
I + θ
x
(k−1)
N+k ,x
(k−1)
N+k
)− 1
2
x(k−1)n , ∀n = 1, . . . , N +M.
The sequence (x
(M)
n )
N+M
n=1 is a Parseval frame for H. If (xn)
N+M
n=1 is full
spark, then (x
(M)
n )
N+M
n=1 is also a full spark frame.
Proof. Denote by U the analysis operator of (xn)
N+M
n=1 . As we already ob-
served in the discussion preceding Theorem 4.16, the fact that (xn)
N
n=1
is an orthonormal basis implies that the frame operator U∗U is given by
U∗U = I +
∑M
n=1 θxN+n,xN+n . We now apply the preceding theorem with
fn = xN+n, n = 1, 2, . . . ,M .
Having defined x
(k)
n , k = 0, 1, . . . ,M , n = 1, 2 . . . , N +M , by (49) and
(50) we can write (as in the preceding proof)
(51) x(k)n = R
(k−1)
k x
(k−1)
n , ∀k = 1, 2, . . . ,M, ∀n = 1, 2, . . . , N +M,
where
(52) R
(k−1)
k =
(
I + θ
x
(k−1)
N+k ,x
(k−1)
N+k
)− 1
2
, ∀k = 1, . . . ,M.
Put again
R = R
(M−1)
M R
(M−2)
M−1 · · ·R(0)1 .
Then (51) can be rewritten as
x(M)n = R
(M−1)
M x
(M−1)
n = . . . = R
(M−1)
M R
(M−2)
M−1 . . . R
(0)
1 x
(0)
n
i.e.
x(M)n = Rxn, ∀n = 1, 2, . . . , N +M.
SinceR is surjective, (x
(M)
n )
N+M
n=1 is a frame forH. Since its analysis operator
UR∗ is an isometry, (x
(M)
n )
N+M
n=1 is Parseval. Finally, since R is invertible, if
(xn)
N+M
n=1 is a full spark frame, (x
(M)
n )
N+M
n=1 is also full spark. 
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Here we note that the idea of transforming a general finite frame into a
Parseval frame by a finite iterative process is not new. A different approach,
inspired by the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure, can be found in
[10].
Example 4.18. Consider a full spark frame (xn)
5
n=1 for C
3 from Example 4.15
with N = 3 and M = 2. Recall that the matrix of its synthesis operator U∗
in the canonical pair of bases is
U∗ = F23 =

 1 0 0 1 10 1 0 1 2
0 0 1 1 3


After applying the procedure described in the preceding corollary, we get
the following sequence
x
(2)
1 =
5
6
x1 +
−4−√6
60
x2 +
2− 2√6
60
x3
x
(2)
2 = −
1
6
x1 +
44 +
√
6
60
x2 +
−22 + 2√6
60
x3
x
(2)
3 = −
1
6
x1 +
−28 + 3√6
60
x2 +
14 + 6
√
6
60
x3
x
(2)
4 =
1
2
x1 +
4 +
√
6
20
x2 +
−1 +√6
10
x3
x
(2)
5 =
√
6
6
x2 +
2
√
6
6
x3,
which makes up a full spark Parseval frame for C3.
Concluding remarks
We have constructed, for every finite set of indices {n1, n2, . . . , nk} that
satisfies the minimal redundancy condition for a frame (xn)n, a dual frame
(vn)n which satisfies vn = 0 for all n = n1, n2, . . . , nk. This dual frame
enables us to reconstruct each signal x, using the reconstruction formula x =∑∞
n=1〈x, xn〉vn, without recovering (possibly) corrupted coefficients 〈x, xn1〉,
〈x, xn2〉, . . . , 〈x, xnk〉.
The elements of the dual frame (vn)n are computed in terms of the canon-
ical dual (yn)n. In Theorem 2.6 each vn, n 6= n1, n2, . . . , nk, is obtained in
the form vn = yn −
∑k
i=1 αniyni , where the k-tuple (αn1, αn2, . . . , αnk) is
a unique solution of a system of k linear equations in k unknowns, whose
matrix is independent of n.
In Theorem 3.2 we have proved that vn = (I −
∑k
i=1 θyni ,xni )
−1yn, n 6=
n1, n2, . . . , nk.
Related results, Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 may be of independent
interest. In Theorem 3.4 we demonstrated a finite iterative procedure for
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computing the inverse (I−∑ki=1 θyni ,xni )−1. Theorem 3.5, improving a result
form [21], provides a closed-form formula for the same inverse operator.
Here we also mention that our dual frame (vn)n (as any other dual frame)
arises from an oblique projection F to the range of the analysis operator of
the original frame (xn)n. One can derive an explicit formula for F in which
the above coefficients αni’s again play a role. One can also prove that there
is a related oblique projection Q whose infinite matrix with respect to the
canonical basis of ℓ2 transforms (xn)n into (vn)n in the sense of Theorem 4
from [1]. These two results and their proofs might be of some interest, but
are omitted since they are not essential for the presentation. The details
will appear elsewhere.
We have also discussed properties of frames robust to erasures. In The-
orem 4.9 we have proved that all full spark frames for finite-dimensional
Hilbert spaces are generated by matrices in which all square submatrices
are nonsingular. In this light, Theorem 4.11 serves as a useful tool for gen-
erating infinite totally positive matrices (those that have all minors strictly
positive) and, consequently, for generating full spark frames.
Finally, we have obtained in Theorem 4.16 and Corollary 4.17 a finite
iterative procedure that can be used for transforming general frames to Par-
seval ones. Remarkably, full spark property is preserved under that trans-
formation. It would be interesting and useful for applications to refine this
procedure in such a way that when applied (at least to some specific classes
of frames) gives rise to Parseval full spark frames with some additional prop-
erties (e.g. frames with all elements having equal norms).
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